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when the professor(Dr Ayatollahi) proposed " house for change " as a subject to be discussed

in class, suddenly came to my mind people who had taken most of my concerns for a year.

Sun beam had risen that I went to the suburb for photography. I faced with scenes from this

world that probably few people have seen . It made the sunshine blurry into my eyes.

People living in suburbs of Ewaz city in Fars (Iran) , people from Afghanistan who escaped

from war to find safety and security in my country . For finding the sun they auctioned their

past . people with similarity of language , culture and religion . perhaps this similarity urged

them to come to my country.

People that had immigrated to find a glimmer of hope , were the ones that had their palace

of hopes destroyed .

But their homes !

Better to say shelter made out of mud bricks , stone and palm leaves.

Earthquake ! Rain ! Season changing !

It seems , they stand against the power of the God !

Fear of earthquake and breaking the roof of their home of hope . Praying and begging the

God not to rain. I wish of not cold winter and not boiling summer. I wish I could change the

rules for them . I escaped from a land with no spring .

But the competition subject made me think of them . I believe, it's possible to help them

without breaking any law, indeed possible.

I have faith on courage "change " is not a missing word in life encyclopedia . I am now in

dealt with "being ",I take the pen to do something with this little world . To find a place for

these human beings.



Step 1 : Background Of The Idea

 Using all local material

 Low Tech ( With low skill workers )

 low Cost

 Self-Built and Self- improvable

 Replicable

 Build greener

 Based on their culture and how they live
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 Background

Bastane is area of informal housing situated in Ewaz ( Fars , Iran ). Originally the land

belonged to Mohammad Hossein Nia , a land owner who emigrated to UAE . He donated

his land to these 6 Afghan families who live there .

Step 2 : Analysis The Site

Design Process

We started with four questions :

1. How can self built slums be turned into livable housing ?

2. How could the poor afford to buy this house ?

3. What might a low cost housing should be ?

4. How can we help them ?
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Existing resources

On one side they don’t have facilities such as electricity , sewer , plumbing . On the other

side there are 2 water cisterns near the site , so they can provide water . Also natural

recourses such as sun , wind can help us to provide better condition for them without

paying money .

Water  cistern

NDate Palm

Their  houses

Step 3 : Understanding the way they live

 Social Behavior

Each family has a close relationship with other families . So they have some places to get  

together .

Playing together baking and talking together Kindly and friendly



 Home made home

Analysis their behavior in architectural spaces can help us for better design . Specific

elements that can help us :
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2 .The rectangular form

Our suggestions based 
on their lifestyle :

3 . The roofing system

They use wood and palm
foliage (native tree) .Being
low tech , energy efficient
and green .

4 . The earth walls

Its extremely low cost .

5 . Interior design

With small window and doors ,
the interior has no more than
2.8 meter height and it’s
designed with low cost and
local material .

1 .Architectural spaces

we analyzed all of their living
spaces but drew an example of
them .

Sitting Area

Sleeping Area

Kitchen

Store

Semi  open spaces

Aviary

WC

10

12

6.5

Semi open kitchen 4.5

2.5

15

3

2

Open spaces 44.5

Total = 100 m 2

Using bottle
for making
furniture and
shelf and
window .

Their system should be
modified , so we use earth
bag walls and roof
timbering .



Step 4 : Business Plan 
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The land was donated by Mohammad Hossein Nia .

They are construction workers , so
they can build their own house .

Description Cost

Land free

Workforce

Technology

Material

We use local and recycled
material such as recycled
bottle , palm foliage , recycled
plastic bag , clay and etc .
These are extremely low cost .

Earth bag system is simple
and low tech and low cost .
So we use this system .

Palm foliage = free

Recycled bottle = free

Recycled bag = free

Soil = free

A bag = 6 cent

1 meter of timber = 8.6 $

1 meter of barbed wire= 6 cent

Foreman

Labors

We need a person for managing
workers .

Foreman’s wage daily = 20 $

free

Facilities

Water

Cooling
And

Heating 

They can use water
storage (Ab Anbar) that
is near them .

free

We can use renewable
resources such as sun
,wind . Some thing such
as trombe wall , natural
ventilation , Evaporative
cooling and etc can be
useful .

free

After design done , we reach 685$ for total cost of construction.

Each family earns 140$ every month and their asset is 360$ ,so they have to save 25$ 

monthly to build a house 13 month later.


